Sprac Minutes, 5/19/11

In attendance: Jefferson Hancock, Ben Ten Cate, Debora Bone, Marcy Wieland, Dan Rothwell
Guest: Charlotte Achen, Student Senate

1. Introductions.

2. ASCC guest – Charlotte Achen will be attending as our guest to report back to the Student Senate and bring the Senate’s concerns to the Team.

3. CCEU President as guest – Jeff asked whether Stephanie Stainback might attend as needed to bring information to the Team. Unanimously, yes.

4. Follow up on Scope - The Team decided to leave the question open as to the scope of our duties. As we read through the various Reduction Plans we see where our feedback on items beyond workload will be appropriate on a case-by-case basis.

5. Discussion – FA Plan – Financial Aid Plan discussed. Jeff will follow up with FA.

6. Planning Meeting with Units – Discussed approach to meeting with the units.

7. Discussion – Children’s Center Cook. Marcy will make contact with workers in this area.

8. Discussion – Writing Center LIAs. Ben will contact the Writing Center for further feedback on this Reduction Plan.

9. Discussion – DBA/ACE Reduction. Grant funded, grant ended. Deferred to next meeting.

10. Timeline of Round 1 – not all Round 1 Plans received from Admin. Working out the kinks in the process.


12. Next meeting: Tomorrow, Friday, 5/20, 3-4pm, Room HW1110.